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On 14th May the Royal Welsh College of Music and Drama in Cardiff hosted the first Stainer 
& Bell Award for Brass Composition. The competition was open to all music students at the 
College and was for a work of five to seven minutes in duration, for solo brass instrument (with 
or without piano accompaniment). 
 
Seven works were shortlisted for a recital finale in which the compositions were introduced by 
their respective composers before being performed by College students. Three S&B staff 
adjudicated from a stylistically varied selection of exciting new pieces for cornet, trumpet, 
trombone and euphonium. 
 
The first prize of £250 and publication of the winning work went to second year composition 
student James Flight for A Short Sonata for Euphonium and Piano. Though James is not a brass 
player himself, sharing a house with three Euphonium players had clearly helped him 
understand the instrument thoroughly. His superb, idiomatic writing demonstrated its flexibility 
and virtuosic capabilities, as well as highlighting the beautiful mellow tones available 

throughout its range. The exciting, finely-crafted Short Sonata is in 
three movements and will be published by Stainer & Bell later in 
the year. 
 
Although the judges had planned to award only one prize, they so 
much enjoyed Benjamin Vaughan’s work for solo cornet Ar y 
Mynydd Prydferth Cymreig (On the Beautiful Welsh Mountains) 
that they offered to publish it as well. A colourful, programmatic 
piece in three movements, depicting scenes of Welsh mountains, 
valleys, caves and an encounter with a legendary red dragon, the 
composition is great fun both to play and to hear. 
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This edition has been made from the unique copy of the original, preserved in the Library of the 
Liceo Musicale at Bologna. The book, a small, oblong quarto consists of twenty-four leaves, 
printed from moveable type. The music, which is anonymous throughout, is laid out on the 
normal pair of staves we associate with keyboard music, though in accordance with the usual 
Italian custom the right-hand stave has five lines while the left-hand one has six (increased now 
and then to seven or eight by what appears to be overprinting). 
 
Keyboard music presented sixteenth-century music printers with some knotty technical 
problems, and Gardane’s volume is no exception to the rule that most sources of early keyboard 
music contains errors, which have been corrected, as far as possible, by the editors William 
Oxenbury and Thurston Dart. 
 
Elaborate changes of registration of the kind so easily achieved on a modern harpsichord are 
totally inappropriate to the music of this collection. No sixteenth-century harpsichords had sub-
octave strings; most of them had only one manual, and many had only a single set of strings, 
plucked by quills. All were tuned in mean-tone temperament. The meaning of the term 
arpicordo at this time remains very obscure. Perhaps it denoted a gut-strung clavicytherium, 
perhaps an oblong virginal, perhaps a pentagonal spinet, perhaps a ‘couched harp’ with metal 
strings and hooks to give them a jangling tone-quality, perhaps an ottavina – the possibilities 
are as numerous as the evidence is negligible. 

INTABOLATURA 
NOVA DI BALLI 

(VENICE, 1551) 
 

Twenty-five ‘dances of various kinds, to be 
played on the arpicordo, harpsichord, spinet or 
clavichord, by divers most excellent composers, 
newly published and printed with all diligence 

by Antonio Gardane’ 
 

Ref K23  £5.50 

The opening bars of Gagliarda ‘Mezza notte’ reproduced in facsimile 
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1 God in such love for us lent us this planet, 
 Gave it a purpose in time and in space: 
 Small as a spark from the fire of creation, 
 Cradle of life and the home of our race. 
 
2 Thanks be to God for its bounty and beauty, 
 Life that sustains us in body and mind: 
 Plenty for all, if we learn how to share it, 
 Riches undreamed of to fathom and find. 
 
3 Long have our human wars ruined its harvest; 
 Long has earth bowed to the terror of force; 
 Long have we wasted what others have need of, 
 Poisoned the fountain of life at its source. 
 
4 Earth is the Lord’s: it is ours to enjoy it, 
 Ours, as God’s stewards, to farm and defend. 
 From its pollution, misuse, and destruction, 
 Good Lord deliver us, world without end! 
 
Fred Pratt Green 1903-2000 
© 1973 Stainer & Bell Ltd. 
 

Before planning a harvest celebration service, take a look at our sister website 
www.hymns.uk.com for some suggestions, not only for that occasion but also for 
many other red-letter days in the Christian year. 
 
The hymns and songs featured are covered by the CCLI licence, but churches not in 
the scheme may reproduce the words on payment of a nominal fee. Please telephone 
020 8343 3303 for details. 

HARVEST 
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Lough Gur, County Limerick 

       ALSO RAN 
We received so many good entries to our Limerick Competition 
held recently on the theme of King Henry VIII that the judges had 
their work cut out to find an overall winner. However, the glittering 
prize, literally, (a solid silver £5 coin), was awarded to John Rippin 
from London. The following runners certainly deserve a mention in 
despatches: 

King Henry, that musical prince, 
Wrote ‘Greenleeves’, his love to convince. 
Poor Anne proved a flop — 
She soon got the chop — 
But the song’s been a hit ever since. 
 
Sue Board 

King Henry the Eighth — what a story 
Of a golden young man crowned in glory; 
But as Henry grew older 
His warm heart grew colder 
And the rest of the story’s quite gory! 
 
Diana Wall 

King Henry the Eighth one believes 
Would be proud of the things he achieves. 
Though she was no beauty 
The King did his duty 
And married the dull Anne of Cleves. 
 
David Macaulay 

King Henry was left in the lurch, 
When his Queen did his honour besmirch. 
So he cast her aside, 
And took a new bride, 
And founded the Anglican Church. 
 
David Pointer 

King Henry once said in a fit, 
‘I’m tired of the sound of this bit. 
Bring me parchment and quill 
And I’ll write a new trill — 
Here’s ‘Greensleeves’ — a number one hit!’ 
 
Janet Williams 
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This collection of pieces for cello and piano was 
originally written for young violinists (Ref 1926 £5.25). 
 
The tunes are simple and have predictable melodies 
that encourage secure intonation. An added technical 
hurdle for cellists, and the reason these pieces are so 
useful, is the necessity to shift to the higher notes, as the 
cello does not have an E string. 
 
I transcribed this collection some years ago for use with 
my own pupils and am delighted that it is now widely 
available for young cellists. 
 
I hope that many generations of teachers and pupils will 
enjoy these delightful pieces as much as my pupils and I 
have done. 

Ref H434  £5.25 
 

Wendy Max   Hon. ARAM 

Widely admired for his collected critical writings no 
less than for a growing corpus of choral and 
instrumental music, Bayan Northcott this year 
celebrates his 70th birthday with a performance of 
Hymn to Cybele (Hire Ref HL342) at the 2010 Proms. 
Written for the BBC Singers, percussion and double 
bass, and premiered in 1986, the work showcases the 
vocal skill of these performers, in a setting of words 
by the Roman poet Catullus, translated by the 
composer from the Latin. 
 
The Proms Saturday Matinee at Cadogan Hall on 4th 
September also includes John Taverner’s sublime 
Dum transisset, mixing old and new music in a way 
Northcott has very much made his own, in his Four 
Votive Antiphons, the Purcell tribute Of All the 
Instruments … for flute, oboe, clarinet, glockenspiel, 
violin, cello and double bass (Ref AC125 £15.95) and 
the Fandango for harpsichord (Ref Y234 £5.50). 
Commissioned by the rising young soloist Chau Yee-
Lo, Fandango was inspired by baroque composer 
Antonio Soler’s famous piece of the same name, and 
by the ‘reinvention’ of 18th-century music by such masters as Falla and Ravel. A rousingly 
virtuosic essay and a compositional tour de force, it is a major addition to the repertoire for the 
instrument, equally suited to classical or contemporary programmes. 

 

 

Bayan Northcott 
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Export Drive 
The Bell is distributed world-wide, so we are sure that someone, somewhere, will recognise 
Fred Kaan’s hymn ‘Lord of the Living’, set to ‘Poitiers Antiphoner’ of 1746. It is one of eight 
S&B copyrights included in a hymn book supplement published by the China Christian Council 
and National Committee of the Three-self Patriotic Movement of Protestant Churches in China! 
Other Stainer & Bell authors whose hymns are included are Fred Pratt Green and Brian Wren.  
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Ideally, a piano pupil should learn the treble and 
bass clefs simultaneously, absorbing both without 
difficulty. There is, however, an increasing 
number of children and adults, including students 
at training colleges, who begin piano lessons with 
a working knowledge of the treble clef but who 
are entirely ignorant of the bass. 
 
Many have gained their knowledge of the treble, 
but not the bass clef, in good singing and aural 
training classes at school; others, and there are 
many of them, play the recorder, whilst violinists 
and players of various wind instruments are in the 
same position when they learn the piano for the 
first time. 
 
It frequently happens, too, that piano pupils, and 
not only young children, are prompted by musical 
curiosity to read enthusiastically anything written 
in the treble clef fluently, but the bass clef lags far 
behind. 

For all those people mentioned above, it is an urgent matter to learn the bass clef thoroughly 
and quickly, in as musical and interesting way as possible, and it is for them that this book is 
intended. A spell of concentrated work upon the bass clef alone can work wonders. 
 

Maisie Aldridge 
Ref 0011  £4.95 

 
MUSIC FOR LONDON 
ENTERTAINMENT 

At the end of May the upgraded galleries, featuring material from 1666 onwards, 
were opened at the Museum of London. Exhibits are as varied as a vintage car, 
the art deco lift doors from Selfridges Department Store, a reconstructed 
Victorian street and the Lord Mayor’s coach. A section is devoted to London’s 
eighteenth-century pleasure gardens. This display enables the museum to show 
its costume collection in an imaginative setting whilst playing music of the 
period. 
 
The Vauxhall Pleasure Gardens was London’s principal place of diversion from the days of 
Charles II until finally closing in 1859. The delights of fireworks, music, dancing and flirtation 
under light-festooned trees led one foreign visitor to describe the gardens as having ‘no equal 
that I know, or ever heard, in Europe’. In the mid 1700s, a syndicate was inspired to open a 
rival attraction on the north bank of the Thames near Chelsea Hospital. It was in the Rotunda 
of Ranelagh Gardens that the eight-year old Mozart performed on the harpsichord. 
 
Within the Music for London Entertainment facsimile series is one volume devoted to 
Favourite Songs Sung at Vauxhall Gardens (c.1760–65) by J. C. Bach (Ref LF1 £44.00).  
Other volumes in the series focus on Music for Plays; English Opera and Masques; 
Pantomime, Ballet and Dance, and Italian Opera. Full details can be found in our Early Music 
Catalogue (Ref T71). 
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Il Buranello 
 
Baldassare Galuppi was born in 1706 on the Island of 
Burano, which lies among other long inhabited islands 
in the lagoon near Venice. In the eighteenth century 
Burano was part of the Venetian Republic and was 
famed as a lace making centre. Galuppi’s works are 
often signed ‘Il Buranello’ thus identifying him with 
the place of his birth. 
 
In the season of 1741–42, about the time Handel left 
London for Dublin where the Messiah was to have its 
first performance, Galuppi went to London as director 
of Italian opera in the King’s Theatre in the 
Haymarket. He returned to London in the same 
capacity the following year when, according to 
Burney, the famous eighteenth-century music 
historian and critic, his works showed greater maturity 
and introduced to the public new techniques and 

styles. 
 
After this, except for short engagements, he remained in Venice teaching, directing and 
composing, until 1764. Then, due to the increasing success of his works for church and stage, 
Catherine II honoured him by an invitation to spend three years in Russia as court composer, in 
which capacity he was to produce an opera, church music, and chamber music. At the 
termination of this employment he returned to Venice as maestro di cappella in the private 
chapel of the Doge. 
 
The sonatas for keyboard instruments (Ref 6628 £8.25) here presented are selected from a large 
number copied or collected on microfilm from various European libraries. A real effort was 
made to choose for this publication those which were most satisfying and effective in 
performance. I believe they are worth knowing for their representative eighteenth-century style, 
their lyricism, charm, vivacity, humour, elegance; and even for their adventurous use of form. 

 

Edith Woodcock 
 
 
 
 
 

  

St Mark’s Square, Cathedral 
and Campanile 
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Reform the voting process 
Following the General Election, a number of schemes 
have been proposed to make the electoral system truly 
representative. Each scheme has its faults, so we might 
like to look to Venice and the system once used to 
appoint the Doge. 
 
Introduced in 1268 to minimise the influence of great 
families over the republic, thirty members of the Great 
Council, chosen by lot, were reduced by ballot to just 
nine. These nine chose forty representatives, who were 
themselves reduced to twelve. These twelve chose 
twenty-five who were reduced by lot to only nine, and 
these nine elected forty-five representatives, who were 
reduced by election to just eleven. It is these eleven who 
finally chose the forty-one who actually elected the 
Doge. Quite simple really. The system was very effective 
and lasted until 1797 when power passed to Napoleon. The Doge’s Palace, Venice 

Once elected, the Doge lived in a palace of great beauty. His 
private chapel was the magnificent building now known as 
the Basilica San Marco or St Mark’s Cathedral. 
 
In 2003 members of the Highgate Choral Society performed 
a work by Ronald Corp within the very structure which had 
inspired the composer. Missa San Marco (Ref W218 £2.95) 
is in four movements. Kyrie, Gloria, Sanctus and Agnus 
Dei, and may be sung by an SATB choir a cappella or with 
organ accompaniment. 
 
The Mass is no less suited for use in more modest liturgical 
venues, or indeed as a concert item for amateur or 
professional singers. A version for orchestra, compatible 
with the vocal score, is also available for hire (Ref HL387). 

 

Benedetto Marcello (1686–1739) was born into a Venice 
blessed with musicians and composers. He combined a life in 
law, music and public service. In 1711 he was appointed a 
member of the Council of Forty – part of Venice’s central 
government. 
 
Marcello was a younger contemporary of Vivaldi and his 
instrumental music enjoys a Vivaldian flavour. His Sonata in E 
minor is available for cello and piano (Ref H436) or viola and 
piano (Ref 5574) ― both priced at £3.95. Sonatas in G and C 
for cello and piano (Ref 5511 £5.50) and Sonatas in G minor 
and F for cello and piano and edited by Stefan Popov (Ref 
R5503 £5.75) are also available by this composer who wrote a 
considerable amount of music including oratorios, cantatas, 
concertos and an opera. 
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LEWIS 
Inspired by the Inspector Morse novels of Colin Dexter 

The fourth series of ‘Lewis’ on ITV has shown the developing 
relationship between DI Robert Lewis (Kevin Whately) and DS 
James Hathaway (Laurence Fox). However, Lewis’s former boss 
and mentor, Endeavour Morse (John Thaw), obviously made a 
lasting impression on his sergeant regarding opera. In the 

programme broadcast on Sunday 16th May 2010, Lewis is 
seen listening to ‘Tosca’ whilst donning his dinner jacket.  
 
The episode, entitled ‘Your Sudden Death Question’, is set in 
the fictitious ‘Chaucer College’ in Oxford. A murder in the 
college over the August Bank Holiday put paid to the 
Inspector’s weekend away with a female pathologist. 

 

Although disappointed in not having a break from 
work, this northern lad was somewhat relieved at 
not having to go out ‘dressed as a wine waiter’. 
What he missed was a superb new production at 
Glyndebourne of ‘The Fairy Queen’ by Henry 
Purcell, complete with male window cleaners, 
bewigged men and women and mating rabbits! 
 

     Hopefully Lewis was able to catch a performance in 
Paris, Caen or New York earlier this year. If not, Jonathan 
Kent’s spectacular Glyndebourne production is now 
available on a 2 disc DVD set produced by Opus Arte. 
Adapted from Shakespeare’s ‘A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream’, the story is ‘lavished with a brilliance that justifies 
the production’s acclaim’. 
 
For those who prefer a 
book, the score, on 
which this production 
was based, has recently 
been published by S&B 
on behalf of the Purcell 
Society (Ref PE12 
£95.00). To enable you 
to mount your own 
theatrical or concert 
show-stopper, per-
forming material is 
available for rental (Ref 
HL390). 

 

 

PURCELL SOCIETY EDITION 

VOLUME 12 
THE FAIRY QUEEN 

A Glyndebourne cast member 
ready to celebrate his latest 

conquest in the interval 
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Come ye Sons of Arts was written to celebrate the birthday of Queen Mary on 30th April 
1694 at the royal court in London. Often described as the finest of Purcell’s birthday odes, 
today it is one of his most popular and most frequently performed works. What is perhaps 
less well known is that the only surviving complete source for the ode is a manuscript 
score now held in the Royal College of Music in London, made by one ‘Rob[er]t Pindar’, 
and dated by him 1765 – some seventy years after Purcell’s death. Despite its late date, 
this score has necessarily formed the basis for all modern editions of the work. 
 
Pindar himself is a mysterious figure: nothing is known about him beyond the scant 
information provided by this manuscript, which he entitled ‘Vocal and Instrumental 
Musick with the Overture’s Song’s & Chorusses as composed by Mr Henry Purcell Vol. 
1st Finished anno Domini 1765’. This new edition is the first to attempt a full-scale 
reconstruction of the ode that removes Pindar’s eighteenth-century ‘improvements’ and 
seeks to return the music to a form much closer to what Purcell composed.  
 
Vocal Score (Ref D98) £9.95                                      Instrumental parts (Ref Y271) £TBA 
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Long before the Joint Managing Directors worked for Stainer & Bell – indeed, before 
they were even married – they bought this collage by David Hazelwood entitled ‘The 
Music Makers’. By sheer coincidence all the composers featured have works in the 
S&B catalogue. They are: Thomas Arne, John Bull, Edward Elgar, Orlando Gibbons, 
Thomas Tallis and Ralph Vaughan Williams. 
 
Appropriately the collage has been chosen for the cover of our Rental Catalogue. 
Within its pages are details of over two hundred and fifty compositions, ranging from 
those by the seventeenth-century composer John Blow to the latest contemporary 
works by Morgan Hayes, Bayan Northcott, Rhian Samuel and Roger Steptoe. 
 
To obtain a copy of the Rental Catalogue (Ref T66), please use the form on page 16, 
or telephone or email us.  
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Tubby the Tuba 
 
Anyone fortunate enough to have lived through the age of ‘steam 
radio’, Uncle Mac and Children’s Favourites, the mellifluous 
voice of Danny Kaye telling the story of ‘Tubby the Tuba’, 
accompanied by Victor Young and his concert orchestra, will be a 
cherished memory. If you are unfamiliar with the tale, Tubby 
becomes disillusioned with only playing ‘Oompah’ in the 
orchestra. Then a frog teaches him a melody within the compass 
of the instrument. Tubby finally gets the opportunity to show the 
range of the tuba and the orchestra joins in with great enthusiasm. 
 
The American composers Paul Tripp and George Kleinsinger were inspired to write the story 
when, having thanked the musicians following a performance of one of their compositions, the 
tuba player said ‘You know, tubas can sing too’. That night, in December 1941, Paul and 
George put pen to paper and Tubby was born. However, it wasn’t until after the war that their 
creation was shared with the world via a 78rpm recording. Since then ‘Tubby the Tuba’ has 
been translated into more than 30 languages and played by many of the world’s orchestras. 
 
In the organ world, tubas have fared a little better than in many orchestral scores. Three ‘Tuba 
Tunes’ for the ‘king of instruments’ come to mind. One, by C. S. Lang, is published by Chester, 
but perhaps the most famous is that by Norman Cocker. 
 
Whilst Tripp and Kleinsinger took inspiration from the brass orchestral instrument, Cocker, as 
organist of Manchester Cathedral, had at his disposal the ‘Tuba Magna’ – a rank of pipes played 
at high pressure. Unfortunately these pipes were not included in the organ’s rebuild of 1979. 

The enclosed ‘Orchestral 
Tuba’ remains, but, to quote 
one critic, ‘is not nearly 
vulgar enough!’. Cocker’s 
reputation as a versatile 
organist lives on. He was 
often to be seen rushing 
from the cinema, where he 
was also organist, to the 
Cathedral and back again 
wearing carpet slippers. In 
his Tuba Tune (Ref MO4 
£5.25), Cocker combines the 
grandeur of the church organ 
with the showmanship of the 
cinema organ. 
 

An organist in the same mould as Norman Cocker was Reginald Porter-Brown. His Tuba Tune 
(Ref H395 £5.50), of only medium difficulty, was a firm favourite in concerts for many years 
before being published by Stainer & Bell in 1998 – some sixteen years after his death. Born in 
1910 in the village of Worsbrough Dale near Barnsley, Porter-Brown became organist at 
Manchester’s Piccadilly Theatre at the age of twenty-one. In 1935 he opened his first BBC 
broadcast with the tune that became known as his musical ‘signature’, ‘Oh Mr Porter’. 

 

Manchester Cathedral 
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In the limelight 
A publication that has remained in the limelight for 
well over half a century is An Introduction to Sight-
Singing by A. Forbes Milne.       (Ref ES26   £6.25) 
 
The importance of training in sight-singing as a 
branch of musical education can hardly be over-
emphasised. Its usefulness for the singer is obvious, 
but its importance for all music students is perhaps 
not generally realised. Yet, ability to sing a melody 
at sight is proof of a working knowledge of a 
limited but essential branch of the musical 
language, which all engaged in music-making must 
acquire, if their performance is to be intelligent. 
 

A. Forbes Milne 
 

This book has been reprinted many times – proving its value to students of all ages. Part II 
(Ref ES27 £6.25) takes the student on from the elements covered in the first book (the 
diatonic notes of the major scale, the chromatic use of the sharpened fourth, flattened seventh 
and sharpened fifth of the scale, the minor scale in its simpler aspects and, on the rhythmic 
side, the beat and its subdivisions in simple and compound time). The other chromatic notes 
are introduced in this excellent sequel, together with further practice in minor keys, and the 
application of tonic-solfa principles to melodies which modulate is fully explained, with 
numerous examples. 
 
Limelight is an intense light created when 
an oxyhydrogen flame is directed at a 
cylinder of quicklime. Although it has 
long been replaced by electric lighting, 
the term has nonetheless survived, as 
someone or something in the public eye is 
still said to be ‘in the limelight’. 
 
Discovered in the 1820s by Goldsworthy 
Gurney, limelight was first used in public 
in 1837 at the Covent Garden Theatre,  
London, for a production of ‘Peeping 
Tom of Coventry’. It became widespread 
in theatres around the world in the 1860s 
and 70s, employed to highlight solo performers in the same way as electric follow spots, 
which replaced limelight in the late nineteenth century, do today. 
 
The Covent Garden Theatre was rebuilt on a number of occasions following fires. The first 
theatres had been lit by candles and oil lamps. In 1817 these were replaced with bare flame 
gas lights. All these methods of lighting were recipes for disaster, but it was a cannon effect 
using gunpowder that set the theatre ablaze in 1856. Like the phoenix, the theatre has risen 
from the ashes and its latest incarnation is as the Royal Opera House.    Continued on next page.                       
  

 

 

Fire at the Covent Garden Theatre in 1856 
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Priority Order Form 
 

 

Please hand this order form to your local sheet music shop. However, in case of 
difficulty, orders may be placed direct, either by sending this form to Stainer & Bell 
or by visiting our secure online ordering facility at www.stainer.co.uk 

NB Please ensure that your name 
and address overleaf is correct and 

complete the rest of the form 

If ordering direct, please add £3.00 
for orders up to £24.99 and £5.00 
for orders of £25 or more to cover 

post and packing. 
Post and packing for overseas customers 

(including Eire) is charged at cost. 
Please ask for a quotation. 

Composer/Author Title Cat. No. Price Qty Line Cost 
£            p 

P+P 

Total 

 

In 1952, Charlie Chaplin released his film ‘Limelight’ – set in 1914 in 
London on the eve of World War I. Chaplin, besides being a comic 
actor, writer and director, was no mean composer. A well known  
Chaplin melody comes from his 1936 movie ‘Modern Times’. It was  
married to words in the early 1950s and recorded by Nat King Cole in 
1954. ‘Smile’ has since been performed by artists as varied as Judy 
Garland, Barbara Streisand, Eric Clapton, Diana Ross and Michael 
Jackson.  
 
The biopic ‘Chaplin’ hit the wide screen in 1992, directed by Richard 
Attenborough. In it, Ena Baga, composer of Bagatelle for organ (Ref 
H345 £3.95), has a bit part playing piano for silent movies – a job she 
did in real life as a young woman and reprised in later life at the British 
Film Institute following a very successful career as a cinema organist. 
 
For those who have read thus far, there is an opportunity to obtain a 
copy of the DVD ‘Chaplin’. We have five films to give away. Just send 
us an envelope marked ‘Limelight’ with your name and address on the 
back to reach us by Friday 15th October 2010. The first five 
envelopes drawn at random after that date will receive a copy of the 
movie. No purchase required! 
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*Delete as applicable 
 
*I enclose my cheque for £ ...............................    made payable to Stainer & Bell Ltd 
 
*I wish to pay by Visa/Mastercard/Maestro/Solo/Visa Delta  
 
Card No. .............................................................     Last three digits on Signature Strip ................ 
 
Daytime telephone number (in case of query)  ……………………………….. 
 
Expiry date: ........./..........                                         Maestro/Solo Issue No/Valid from .................     
        
Signature .....................................................                                   Date ...........................................             

If undelivered, please return to: 
 

Stainer & Bell Ltd, PO Box 110, Victoria House, 
23 Gruneisen Road, London N3 1DZ England 

To: 

CATALOGUE ORDER FORM 
All our subject catalogues are available free of charge. Please tick the relevant boxes 
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